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For the fans of theÃ‚Â best-sellingÃ‚Â House of NightÃ‚Â series,Ã‚Â the Wisdom of the House of

NightÃ‚Â Oracle CardsÃ‚Â provides a unique interactive experience with the vampyre

GoddessÃ‚Â Nyx. Packaged in a keepsake box with a guidebook, the deck contains fifty

gorgeously illustrated cards, many of which areÃ‚Â based on characters in the books. To begin,

simply ask Nyx a question:Ã‚Â What should I do in this situation? What is going on with my

relationship? What will result from my next action? ThenÃ‚Â select a card and consult

theÃ‚Â guidebook toÃ‚Â discover the message that Nyx intends for you.Ã‚Â Just like Zoey

RedbirdÃ‚Â and the other fledglings of the House of Night, you will be encouraged to trust your

intuition and make powerful decisions about your life!The Wisdom of the House of Night Oracle

Cards is an original divination system, created by P. C. Cast and oracle expert Colette Baron-Reid.

It draws inspiration from the Tarot, Norse runes, and the I Ching, but no special expertise is required

to use these cards.Ã‚Â The illustrations are by digital artistÃ‚Â Jena DellaGrottaglia.
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P. C. CAST is a #1 New York TimesÃ‚Â and USA Today bestselling fantasy and paranormal

romance author and cocreator of theÃ‚Â House of Night series. COLETTE BARON-REID is a

popular spiritual intuitive, seminar leader, radio personality, and author. JENA DELLAGROTTAGLIA

is a digital artist who has illustrated several oracle decks by Colette Baron-Reid.



I loved the HoN novels and read all of them with a hunger that was beyond words. Being a mature

adult, it was surprising me to love a series aimed at teenagers, but I did. And when I discovered that

there was a card deck to go with it, I had to have that as well. Now I have a very long history of

studying anything spiritual and esoteric I could lay my hands on, three decades of research. So I

could perhaps take of one star for the fact that the booklet's texts keeps the meaning of the cards

rather superficial, but I didn't because I suppose that was on purpose, so uneducated teenagers

with no prior knowledge of Wicca and other esoteric traditions are not put off and understand the

cards easily. I for myself was able to go deeper into the wisdom by myself. Still, I would appreciate

something a little bit more substantial personally. But nevertheless, these cards have been my

constant companions throughout the last years and I have been able to do very accurate and

empowering readings with them for myself and others alike. Therefore, full points and a big thank

you to the author. She has created something truly magical!

P.C. Cast has done it again with this intimate and wisdom filled deck. I bought this deck because of

the House of Night Books and found myself completely transfixed and to be honest I bring them with

me everywhere. I have read for a couple of people and they raved and told me the reading was spot

on. Both P.C. Cast and Colette Baron-Reid created a multidimensional experience in a more than

attractive package. The artwork is divinely inspired and the meanings behind each card brings out a

deeper understanding of the world around us and a deeper understanding of our place in it. Bravo

and thank you!

This is a gorgeous deck in its own right - not just a TV knock off deck. I haven't actually watched the

show. The cards are beautiful and insightful on their own merit. :)

I really liked this oracle deck. It was something new and fresh. I haven't seen one like this before.

The art work is beautiful and I didn't know this was created after a book series. I am actually

interested in reading the series now. Most of the reading were right on and I understood the reading

later on as well. For me this deck just clicked with me. I would recommend this to other Oracle and

Tarot readers.

This is a great deck of divination or daily devotion cards for anyone who would like to use something

different than the traditional Tarot cards. The artwork and imagery is very well done, beautiful and

meaningful. The cards are reasonably easy to shuffle and I love that this deck is edged in silver



instead of gold. The symbols and meanings speak to my consciousness and that is what is most

important to me in a deck. I have not read the books that the images in this deck are based on. But,

I intend to soon. I am very happy with this purchase.

The images are stunning, the guide book that comes with it is simple. my only true disappointment

is the hinting story line that she teases the readers with. i read tarot cards and oracles, so i'm

generally more update with those than young adult fiction hence why i found the deck. the images

alone are super stunning if slightly out of context with the "names". i however don't have an issue

reading the oracle without knowing the deeper context of the series. i do wish that there was some

commentary in the guidebook about the fact is connected to the other series. other than that one

thing, it's an awesome deck.

A more subtle deck of oracle cards, exploring more the shadows, in a positive deeper way.Received

them this morning and have used them throughout the day , working with their subtle, deep,

energy.These wont be for everyone, as they have deeper symbolism. Very pure and positive,

delving into our shadow psyche. A quote from the cards ' not all darkness is bad, not all light good' i

love the positive energy and the feel of these rectangular cards with square corners, they fit nicely

into my hands. I look forward to using them in readings.

These cards are so beautiful! I love the silver edges of the cards! Whether a House of Night fan or

not, these are a wonderful item to have. The book is also beautifully written with wonderful

messages.
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